SAN ANTONIO PUBLIC LIBRARY
Gallery Rail System Specs

Below you will find information and tips to help in the installation of your exhibit.

There are 47 cables/rail hooks and 46 picture hooks for you to use in your installation. Each cable holds 65 lbs. Pictures can be hung side by side with each picture having its own cable and hook or pictures can be hung on top of each other using only one cable and one hook for each picture as long as both pieces together weigh under 65 lbs.

Illustrations A & B

In some cases, 2 cables may be needed to hang the artwork as in below.

Illustrations C & D
Please be prepared to adjust the hooks on your artwork. A suggestion has been made that D hooks work best but picture hangers and wires can also work with adjustments. D hooks need to be installed at the top center or in some cases on the backsides of the frame/canvas. Hook adjustments can be made the day of installation so please bring your tools and any necessary help.

D-rings, picture hangers or picture wires: Please place them as high on the frame as possible. If you use a picture wire, please tighten and shorten it as much as possible.

These steps will prevent the item from tipping forward.
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